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**NOTICE:**

"HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN."

Please assume that all claims in this catalog are hypothetical and subject to this disclaimer.
This FREE Catalog Contains Over $26 MILLION Worth Of Investment Secrets!!

It’s absolutely true – this new TradeWins catalog contains an amazing assortment of books, videos, DVDs, and live workshops on how to make big money trading futures, options, stocks and mutual funds. No matter what your experience or knowledge, you’re sure to find something inside that will help you quickly rocket your personal investment program to new levels of success and riches. Some of the exciting subjects and authors you’ll find include:

### SUBJECTS INCLUDED IN THIS CATALOG:

- Getting started as a trader
- Charting methods
- Technical Analysis For Futures, Options & Stocks
- How To Day-Trade Futures
- How To Day-Trade Options
- Long-Term Trading Strategies
- Intermarket Analysis
- Options On Futures
- Options On Individual Stocks
- Computer Systems For Trading Futures
- Computer Systems For Trading Options
- Computer Systems For Trading Stocks, Stock Indexes & Funds
- How “Trader Status” Can Save You Thousands Of $$ On Taxes
- Self-Help For Traders: Evaluating Your Strengths & Weaknesses
- Workshops On Day-Trading, Options Trading, Technical Analysis and More
- Biographies of Famous Traders and Market Personalities

### AUTHORS INCLUDED IN THIS CATALOG:

- George Angell – Day-Trading, Options, SNIPER Day-Trading Systems
- Keith Cotterill – Don’t Tell The Professionals, Ultimate Trading Edge Workshop
- Tom DeMark – Day-Trading, Technical Analysis, Trading Systems
- Joe Duffy – Turning Point Analysis, KeyPoint Trading System, Target Zone Trading
- Don Fishback – ODDS Option Trading Methodology
- Paul Forchione – Options Trading Methodology
- Ray Frazier – Huge Profits Now
- Lee Gettess – Short-term Trading: Marksman, Trading In The Trenches
- Chuck Hughes – Guaranteed Real Income Program
- Darrell Jobman – Primer For Beginning Traders
- Dan Keen – Covered Call Writing
- Scott Krieger – Technical Analysis
- Jon Najarian – How I Trade Options, Dr. J.’s Little Black Book
- Glen Neely – NeoWave Trading Methodology
- Murray Ruggiero – Technical & Intermarket Analysis; Trading Systems
- Russell Sands – The Remarkable $200 Million Turtle Trading System
- Jack Schwager – Market Wizards (Biographies)
- Gary Wagner – The World’s Most Powerful Charting Secret
- Don Wellenreiter – Millionaire Secrets for the Average Guy
- Welles Wilder – New Concepts
- Larry Williams – Books & Videos On The Trading Methods That Made Him Over $1.1 Million In One Year!

**NOTICE:** "HYPOTHETICAL OR SIMULATED PERFORMANCE RESULTS HAVE CERTAIN INHERENT LIMITATIONS. UNLIKE AN ACTUAL PERFORMANCE RECORD, SIMULATED RESULTS DO NOT REPRESENT ACTUAL TRADING. ALSO, SINCE THE TRADES HAVE NOT ACTUALLY BEEN EXECUTED, THE RESULTS MAY HAVE UNDER-OR-OVER COMPENSATED FOR THE IMPACT, IF ANY, OF CERTAIN MARKET FACTORS, SUCH AS LACK OF LIQUIDITY. SIMULATED TRADING PROGRAMS IN GENERAL ARE ALSO SUBJECT TO THE FACT THAT THEY ARE DESIGNED WITH THE BENEFIT OF HINDSIGHT. NO REPRESENTATION IS BEING MADE THAT ANY ACCOUNT WILL OR IS LIKELY TO ACHIEVE PROFITS OR LOSSES SIMILAR TO THOSE SHOWN."
Money Miracle
*By George Angell*

(B, I, A, O, F, D), 4 Videos, Manual, Bonus Reports, $195

Designed for beginners through advanced traders; no prior knowledge or experience required. Covers four major trading areas: long-term trading, seasonal trading, day trading and options trading. Excellent step-by-step instructions for anyone looking to explore a new opportunity trading any of those four trading arenas.

Blueprint For Success
*By George Angell*

(B, F), Book, $15

Step-by-step process for choosing a strategy, placing a trade order, opening an account, etc.

Options For Beginners
*By Don Fishback*

(B, O), Book, $14.95

This 100-page guide is the world’s fastest-selling book on options trading – bar none! And no wonder, with its easy-to-read, step-by-step instructions on how to trade options for greater profits with less risk. Options For Beginners takes you step-by-step through the world of options, carefully explaining and illustrating every detail of how you can use options to make money fast at the same time you drastically reduce your risk.
Huge Profits Now!
*By Ray Frazier*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $95

Amazing trade prodigy Ray Frazier has applied his methods to turn $19,500 into $1,033,262.50 in potential trade profits. Including an amazing set of trades with 59 money doublings in 56 weeks! Start with just $2,000 . . . huge profits in bull and bear markets.

Secrets Of The Giants
*By Darrell Jobman*

(B, F), Book, $17.95

Apply the million dollar methods of the investment “Giants” who have: Turned $1,600 into $200,000,000; Turned $10,000 into $1,140,000 in 12 months, etc. Details the methods they use and how they “think” to beat the market.
Futures Millionaires
Trading Course
By Larry Williams

(B, I, A, F, D), Video (6 Hrs.), Book, Bonus Video, $295

Larry Williams traded his way to $1 million in a year . . . and then turned around and did it again in a public trading contest. He turned $10,000 into $1,147,607 in one year. Then taught his daughter, who turned $10,000 into $112,000 her senior year of high school.

This video course teaches you the methods he used to achieve that remarkable performance. How to ride with the big players, seasonal trends, breakouts, and much more. Special Bonus! The Secrets of Short-Term Trading is yours FREE!
Inside The Day Trading Game

By George Angell

(B, I, F, D), Book, $39

Reveals the secret of Spyglass trading. Real-time trade simulation test account produces 7 wins of every 10 trades, $135,450 profit vs. $2,100 drawdown per contract. Designed to uncover two solid profit opportunities each day. Also includes real-world insights, key indicators for day traders, specific buy/sell points.

Complete Day Trading Course

By George Angell

(B, I, A, F, D), 2 Videos, 2 Manuals, $295

Videos and manual from a one-day $2,700 seminar taught personally by George Angell. Includes trading rules and formulas. Comprehensive simulated-trade tests show over $1.6 million in profits applying these formula on tick data.

Profitable Day Trading With Precision

By George Angell

(B, I, A, F, D), Book plus Bonus Audio Tape, $95

The “Golden Secret” of price, time and market symmetry. Rules contributed to $1,537,366 actual profit in 36 months, day trading. Market symmetry reveals clues to movement. Includes importance of the open, the crucial time – not the open or close – for day traders, six crucial indicators, etc.
DeMark On Day Trading Options

By Tom DeMark

(B, I, A, O, D), Video, Book, $95

Day trading options using revolutionary analysis tools. Testing shows one indicator pinpointing major turns with 90% accuracy; another with 830% return on equity; 1-lot profits of $284,988 in 24 months. Includes four hours of intense instruction from Tom DeMark himself.

Lee Gettess On Day Trading

By Lee Gettess

(B, I, F, D), Book, $15

Report reveals how to determine and then minimize your risks, the High/Low Secret of Day Trading, how to accurately read the market patterns. Plus the Pro’s Formula others have sold for $3,000! Concise, to-the-point and loaded with valuable information.
How To Become A Real-Time Commodity Trader  
By Scott Krieger  

(B, I, D, F), Book, Bonus Report, $69.95  

How to day trade futures from home . . . with historical test results of $907,030 profit in under 18 months! Scott Krieger reveals the details of his personal trading system. You’ll learn everything you need to trade for a living from home.

Day Trading The Currency Market  
By Kathy Lien  

(B, I, A), Book, Bonuses, $34.95  

This book is broken down into chapters ranging from a beginner’s guide to terminology and the history of FX markets through to trading strategies, all of which briskly moves forward into more advanced and comprehensively fleshed out sub-sections. Filled with in-depth yet accessible information, thanks wholly to the author’s no-nonsense writing style, Day Trading The Currency Market can show you how to enter this highly competitive arena with confidence and exist with profits.

Bonuses:  
The Beginner’s Guide To Success in Today’s Amazing FX Currency Markets  
Secret Forex Trading Techniques
New Market Strategies –
How to Trade With Pinpoint Accuracy
By George Angell

(B, I, A, O, F, D), Book, $39

This exciting new book reveals the secrets of price, time and market symmetry. It is packed with trading formulas, strategies, and insights. A comprehensive, up-to-the minute guide to the latest research for market analysis.

Never On Thursday
By Duane Davis

(B, I, A, O, F, D), Book, $39.95

Day trading today’s e-mini S&P 500 can be an exciting experience. The development of a profitable low-risk day trading system should combine a basic common sense approach along with the analysis of historical market data.

Learn 26 statistical facts that should be the foundation for every day trading system.
Including:

• Individual Analysis of Bear Markets and Bull Markets
• The Seasonal Tendencies in the Market
• The Day of the Week Tendencies in the Market
• The Best Time of the Day for a Day Trader
• The Tendencies of Professional Fund Managers
• The Effect of the Previous Day’s Close
• The Effect of Today’s Open
• Trying to Catch the ‘Big Day’

Each pattern is fully illustrated with equity graphs depicting the hypothetical gains or losses for previous years.

If you’re a seasoned day trader or just a beginner, the patterns revealed in this book often produce the best opportunities for day trading profits.
The New Science Of Technical Analysis

By Tom DeMark

(B, I, A, F), Book, Bonus Patterns Chapter, $59.95

Consultant for superstar traders and advisors such as Tudor Group, Lawrence Tisch, Goldman Sachs, etc., reveals his breakthrough technical analysis research. Price Anticipatory indicators including proprietary “Sequential,” “Waldo Patterns,” and loads more. Considered the Trader’s Bible for the 21st Century.

Target Zone Trading

By Joe Duffy

(B, I, A, F), Video, Book, Bonus Patterns For Profit, $95

Pinpoint market tops and bottoms with huge potential profits, 80%-90% accuracy in rigorous testing, winning results in every market ever tested. Precise, accurate market forecasting approach reveals price and time of expected market moves. Simple, specific 100% mechanical methods. 15 methods designed to forecast market turning points based on recent market action and natural laws of the market.
**Bulls Eye Trading**  
*By Joe Duffy*

(B, I, F), Book, $10

Principles of turning point identification, including simple methods and forecasting principles. Excellent market swing techniques included.

**KeyPoint: The Key To Tomorrow’s Market Prices . . . Today!**  
*By Joe Duffy*

(B, I, A, D, F), Video, Manual, $95

Techniques to accurately forecast both intra-day price moves and short-term (2-3 day) price swings. Includes the six KeyPoint methods, 23 KeyPoint triggers with 70%-90% testing accuracy. 100% Mechanical Methods, KeyPoint “goes way beyond anything previously revealed or even known by short-term traders.”

**Turning Point Analysis**  
*By Joe Duffy*

(B, I, A, F), Book,  
Bonus Report Spiral Forecasting, $95

Joe Duffy’s breakthrough discovery relating to price, time and market movements. Forecast the upcoming market swing highs and lows . . . accurate in both price and time. Calculate projected target prices, swing times, etc. Includes chart overlay and bonus report, *How To Use The Time Spiral Forecasting Method – Simply and Easily.*
Trading In The Trenches

*By Lee Gettess*

(B, I, A, F, D), Video, Book, $95

Professional trader reveals secrets of how to make over $1,500 per week trading. Includes specific rules and techniques, plus specific systems. Reveals the Gettess Turning Point Indicator (GTI), Swing Trading, Market Mapping – $582,118 profits, 85.47% accuracy, 115 to 1 Reward:risk ratio! Bonus: Scorpion System with $87,993 profits per year and 84.6% accuracy.

Marksman: Trading The Turns Profitably

*By Lee Gettess*

(B, I, A, F), Book, $77

Reveals trading method with six simple steps to automatically spot big profits from market swings. Trading records of 222.6% annual profits with 91% accuracy. Specific, simple rules produce amazing, highly accurate profit results.

VOLPAT Trading System

*By Lee Gettess*

(I, A, F), Book, $195

Course originally sold back in 1988 reveals automatic VOLPAT system, based on market volatility and price patterns. Amazing system ranks Top Ten of ALL Time by Futures Truth with large profits for over 15 years! Powerful system has withstood the test of time – and come through with huge profits.
Top Gun Trading System

By Tony Catalfamo

(B, I, A, D, F), Book, $499

Day trading system with amazing test results! High accuracy and huge profits. Book clearance priced as author is no longer available for consultation and trade listings. Put his amazing research to work for you. Limited quantity available and no further reprints ever! Learn these secrets now, or you’ll never have another opportunity.

Note: Due to discount price, no refunds available on this product.

The Five Step Guide To Trading Profits Kit

By Lee Gettess

(B, I, A, F, D), Book, Bonuses, $50

Top professional trader Lee Gettess reveals the five steps crucial to trading success. Reveals how to minimize risk, identify powerful profit patterns, and how to use volatility to your advantage. Also includes an incredible day trading technique to make intraday profits or greatly improve entry and exit for longer trades. Reveals highly accurate, automatic systems, including one with 100% accuracy for the past 13 years! All systems and rules are used by Lee in actual trading and fully revealed so you can trade like Lee!

Bonuses:
Trader’s Positioning System DVD
Volpat System Book
Market Mapping Handbook
How To Make A Fortune
Investing In Seasonal Commodities
By George Angell

(B, I, A, F), Book, $39

Discusses long-term trading using a combination of trend analysis and seasonal patterns. Step-by-step rules, plus ‘The Pro’s trick for seasonal profits.” Simulated trading shows $4,950 to $196,350 in 24 days . . . $4,888 to $316,250 in 50 days . . . more!

Forecasting The Markets
By Mike Bridges

(B, I), Book, FREE

Exciting, innovative trading method; simple enough for beginners.

Fortune Forecaster
By Mike Bridges

(B, I, A), Website, $195

Full training, including mentoring. Great for beginners; also helpful for anyone who uses technical analysis for the markets.

BONUSES:
• Two 30 minute Teleconference Sessions with Mike Bridges
• Fortune Forecaster Daily E-letters
• 90-day free trial subscription to FF Website
• Mike’s Monday Morning Mentoring Moments
### Ultimate Trading Edge Workshop

*By Keith Cotterill*

(B, I, A, F), 2 Videos, Manual, $495

Totally mechanical and objective trading method reveals 14 unique and powerful patterns. Simulated trading uncovers enormous profits:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Trades</th>
<th>Wins</th>
<th>Profit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S&amp;P 500</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>$1,342,130 Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coffee</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>465,365 Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-Bonds</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>351,324 Profit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>110</td>
<td>71%</td>
<td>$2,158,819 Profit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Miracle Of Cycles

*By Jeff Horovitz*

(B, I, A), Book, $50

Find out how you can turn daily and intra-day market cycles into the potential for a steady stream of profits that have averaged 129% annual return in real-time trading, and discover how the ultimate breakthrough could quadruple those returns, promising potential profits of 542% a year. It’s all contained in the pages of this book.

**Bonuses:**
- Blueprint For Success
- 10 Secrets of CPR
Futures Trading: Long-Term

NEo Wave: Taking Elliott Wave Into The 21st Century
By Glenn Neely

(I, A, F), Video, Manual, $95

In this video workshop, author and Hotline advisor Glenn Neely demonstrates the revolutionary NEoWave methodology, a new “wave” analysis system that lets you utilize Elliott Wave analysis well into the 21st Century. Now you can discover for yourself why traders and analysts flocked to this live workshop to hear Neely’s concepts explained. This professionally videotaped workshop with accompanying workbook is now reduced to less than half it’s original price. Supplies are strictly limited.

Cybernetic Trading Strategies
By Murray Ruggiero

(I, A, F), Book, Bonus Strategies, $59.95

Renowned analyst stuns the investment world by releasing details of market-proven methods rigorously tested and proven. Testing shows Intermarket Divergence Method with $513,325 profit, Seasonal Corn Strategy over 200% per year, $88,200 profit in T-Bonds with Correlation Method . . . and many more!

Intermarket Trading Methods Workshop
By Murray Ruggiero

(I, A, F), Book, Workbook, 3 Video Set, $195

Amazing phenomenon tested and proven an amazing breakthrough. Moves in some markets appear to precede – with amazing consistency – moves in other markets. Computer testing confirms this, with a 13 month test turning a $50,000 model account into over $3,150,000!! You’ll learn everything – which models really work, which make sense, which to avoid, etc. It’s all here!

Trading Experience: B = Beginner, I = Intermediate, A = Advanced, O = Options, F = Futures, D = Day Trading, S = Stocks
Turtle Secrets
By Russell Sands

(B, I, A, F), Book, Video, $195

Now you can learn the trading methods used by the “Turtles” – 14 money managers and legendary traders making hundreds of millions in futures profits every year. World’s most successful long-term trading method revealed in video workshop plus 384-page comprehensive workbook.

The Original Turtles Confidential Notebook
By Russell Sands

(B, I, A, F), Book, Bonus Report, $49

Original Turtle Russell Sands reveals the Turtle Methods of trading, plus special up-to-the-minute bonus reveals the latest hot trading markets for the Turtles. Last year’s results . . . over 181 Million Dollars Profit!

Turtles Down Under
By Russell Sands

(B, I, A, F), DVD, report $19

Original Turtle Russell Sands shares a detailed analysis of recent Turtle trades plus an exciting new DVD filmed at a Sydney, Australia, seminar where Russell personally trains a group of new “Turtle” traders.
Market Wizards Insights/Library
By Jack Schwager

(B, I, A, F), 2 Books, Video, $99.95 Special!

This is the best “instant trading library” ever. Market legend Jack Schwager details the most important trading skills revealed in his two classic “Market Wizards” books. Then in Schwager On Futures he reveals hundreds of pages of trading rules, laws, methods and systems. Cyclical analysis, oscillators, seasonals, regression analysis, original trading systems and tons more! Jack Schwager details every aspect of what works and what doesn’t!

World’s Most Powerful Charting Secret
By Gary Wagner

(I, A, F), 2 Videos, Workbook, $190

Top expert reveals breakthrough Japanese charting techniques. Candlestick charts applied to identifying market swings, reversals and pivot points. Achieve the full potential of this unique, ancient charting approach, by combining the best analysis techniques of the Western world with the underlying power of candlesticks.

New Concepts In Technical Trading Systems
By J. Welles Wilder

(B, I, A, F), Book, 3 Bonus Articles, $65

Widely considered the best book ever written about trading the markets. Contains 10 specific systems with enormous profit potential. Testing after the book’s printing showed his Parabolic System with $967,295 profit and the Volatility System with $1,002,254 profit. This classic text has revolutionized trading and is now available with three Bonus Reports to update everything.
The Option Secret
*By Dave Caplan*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $65

This book is an indispensable tool for all option traders. Inside, renowned publisher, speaker and author Dave Caplan explains how to use volatility as a measure of under- and over-valuation on any option. This, according to Caplan, can put the odds of success (profitability) in your favor up to 90% of the time. Coupled with the limited risk inherent in options, that measurement of volatility is the true key to realizing consistent profits in options. Caplan explains it all, in clear and concise language, in the pages of this breakthrough book. Supplies are limited, so order soon!

The Fail-Safe Financial Program
*By Chuck Hughes*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $39

Revealing book includes Chuck Hughes options secrets and other investment programs perfect for choppy and down markets. Actual trading shows enormous profits while limiting risk. Valuable for every investor, particularly anyone with current stock or fund investments.

The Guaranteed Real Income Program
*By Chuck Hughes*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $39

Revolutionary, top-selling book reveals the options secret Chuck Hughes applied to earn an incredible $1,081,196 actual gross income in six months. Actual trading showed 211 wins and just 16 losses...proven in the market. Discover the Real Growth Indicator (RGI) and Chuck’s Covered Call Strategy with high profits and high accuracy in actual trades.

Please call 1-888-233-1431 to order this product.
Guaranteed Real Income Program
Video Seminar
*By Chuck Hughes*

(B, I, A, O), Book, Video, $99

Includes Chuck’s best-selling book plus a special video instruction package to be sure you learn everything. Actual profits continue to pile up . . . month after month.

Call 1-888-233-1431 for Details.

Ultimate Investing
*By Chuck Hughes*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $195

A comprehensive course on Options Trading that includes the full “Fail Safe” method, video instruction from Chuck Hughes, 3 Special Bonus Reports, plus the “Dynamo System” that turned $10,000 into $1,320,085.

The systems will make $100,000 this year or the course is yours free.

Call 1-888-233-1431 to order.

The Fail-Safe Path To Financial Freedom
*By Chuck Hughes*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $15.00

A simple, successful seven step plan to options profits. Five-time World cup Trading Champion, Chuck Hughes shares his key rules plus account statements to verify their accuracy. Discover how anyone can make over $1,000,000 a year trading options.
Covered Call Writing:
A Low-Risk Cash Flow Money Machine

By Dan Keen

(B, I, O), Book, $49

Learn the secrets of Covered Call Writing for excellent profits. Actual trading with this strategy shows 83 wins and just 1 loss for a total profit of $296,174.83!! All by trading for safety first. Scientific, yet described in simple terms. Automatic and easy-to-use; works in all markets.
Sure-Thing Options Success For Everyone

*By George Angell*

(B, I, A, O), 3 DVDs, Manual, $195

Beyond the basics – reveals the 21 best option strategies for profiting in bull, bear and sideways markets. Detailed testing on Dow stocks shows $1,835,360 profits.

Options Success For Everyone

*By George Angell*

(B, I, O), 2 Books, DVD, $39

Perfect for beginners. Excellent introduction to options trading covers all basics plus seven specific methods. More advanced traders should instead consider “Sure-Thing Options Success For Everyone,” listed above.

Options Trading As A Business

*By Don Fishback*

(B, I, A, O), DVD, Manual, Bonus DVD, $49

Reveals a simple, high profit options program. Four steps to finding potential big-dollar trades in stock options. Exclusive bonus includes detailed ODDS probability analysis for highly accurate trade selection.
Options Wizardry From A-Z

By Don Fishback

(B, I, A, O), 2 Videos (5 hrs.), Books, Hotline, $195

A full course on options trading, including numerous high-probability strategies for every market. Emphasis is on the ODDS program, numerous spread positions, and selecting the right strategy at the right time. Step-by-step instructions make this a complete course with valuable insights for all traders – beginner to advanced. Highly recommended if you are considering trading options.

Call 1-800-746-3730 to order.

ODDS Online

By Don Fishback

(B, I, A, O), Online Software / Full Data, $499 + $24.95 / month

Powerful online software package incorporates hundreds of strategies, including all Don Fishback’s proprietary strategies. Instantly scans all stock options to find the absolute best potential trades. Includes access to the world’s most complete options database, option strategies, decision tools, etc. Automatically determines your potential profits and probabilities of profit.

Call 1-800-834-6488 to order.
ODDS – The Key To 90% Winners

By Don Fishback

(B, I, A, O), DVD, 2 Books, $99

Reveals Don Fishback’s ODDS technique, with historical 98.37% accuracy (301 wins of 306 trades). Profit in up, down and do-nothing markets. The secret of minimizing risk to increase reward. Includes the High Probability Trade, bonus report includes the non-directional, high profit option trade strategy. Perfect for traders who hate to lose.

Call 1-800-394-8152 to order.

Shoestring Millionaire

By John Weston and Chuck Hughes

(B, I, A, O), Book, Bonus Report, $39.00

Easy to use 5 systems (5 stock and stock option systems) produced $1,051,000 actual profits in 24 months.
Trading Options Visually
By Paul Forchione
(B, I, A, O), Book, Audio Tape, Hotletter, $49

A complete option trading program to give you an unbeatable edge . . . reveals 26 automatic, safety-first strategies for options trading. Makes options trading clear and understandable – even to someone who has never traded. Step-by-step you’ll learn to spot the best profit potential opportunities and limit risk. Purely automatic and easy to use.

Event Trading Phenomenon
By Peter McKenna
(B, I, A, O), Book, $50

The Event-Trading Phenomenon introduces a new trading system that is destined to become the most popular trading strategy ever devised. It offers substantial profits with minimal risk.

Under the event trading rules, you will trade only when a news event makes market direction highly predictable for just one day. And when the right news event occurs, event traders trade index options rather than stocks. They do not have to be stock pickers and they can earn large, one-day profits that would not be possible with stocks. This strategy keeps market risk extremely low.

The event system is not a simple-minded, knee jerk reaction to good and bad news. It is a highly disciplined strategy that keeps investors out of the market unless the right news is released under the right market circumstances. Good news that is released when the market is greatly overbought, for example, will not cause a large upward move. The system was developed by Peter McKenna, veteran market reporter. He outlines his strategy with an easy-to-use color-coded system. You can get more information at www.eventtrading.com
How I Trade Options  
*By Jon Najarian*

(B, I, A, O), Book, DVD, $95

Super trader and top market-maker Jon Najarian and his firm handle over $150 million of stock and 30,000-40,000 options every day. This amazing new course is filled with his proven-in-the-market techniques for success in options. You’ll learn about “The 15 Minute Window” for price moves, the Perfect Position Strategy, and Dr. J’s amazing approach to Options Volatility. Put volatility to work for you, not against you.

Millionaire Secrets For The Average Guy  
*By Don Wellenreiter*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $175

Top Advisor To The Pros reveals his top three money making methods. Hypothetical test results of:

Method 1: Pick winners 99% of the time  
(792 wins; 8 losses)

Method 2: 400% increase in profits with NO increase in risk

Method 3: Double your money in 9 months


The Personal ATM Machine Method  
*By Don Wellenreiter*

(B, I, A, O), Book, $16

Amazing option spread method shows hypothetical results of 792 wins and 8 losses for a stunning 99% accuracy and an estimated $2,074,505 in potential profits. Start with just $2,500 using accurate, highly tested options-spread program.
Advanced Trading Systems/Methods

Spyglass/LSS Day Trading Workshop
By George Angell

(I, A, F, D), 3 Videos, Manual, $495

Videos and manual from a one-day $2,700 seminar taught personally by George Angell. Includes trading rules and formulas. Comprehensive simulated-trade tests show over $1.6 million in profits applying these formula on tick data.

Sniper Trading Workshop
By George Angell

(I, A, F, D), 3 Videos, Manual, Consultation, $895

Explicit instructions for real-time trading with live, tick trading online from home. Live data-feed required for use. Advanced, serious traders only! Rigorous testing for trades lasting from five minutes to a full day.

Trading Experience: B = Beginner, I = Intermediate, A = Advanced, O = Options, F = Futures, D = Day Trading, S = Stocks

Phone 1-800-710-8552 • Fax 1-570-822-8226
www.TradeWins.com
Profit Power Seminar & Home Study Video

By Don Fishback

(I, A, O), Videos (13 Hrs.), Books, Hotline, Software, $2,995

Full multimedia instruction in all Don Fishback’s methods, including Home Run Trades and 90%+ accuracy. Everything you need for options success, including consultations, live instruction, software, and more. Call for full details.

Call 1-800-834-6488 to order.

VIP Trading Mentor Program

By Lee Gettess

(B, I, A, F, D), Hotline / Instruction, plus VIP Trading Seminar and Mentoring, $5,000

Hotline service provides market analysis and trades, with specific S&P and T-Bond trades with analysis. Receive full trading instruction, as well as a mentoring program and VIP seminar videos. Two bonus products also included. Volpat and Market Mapping.

Call 1-866-707-2117 for details.
Market Maker’s Mentor Course
By Darrell Jobman

(B, I, F), Comprehensive Training / Mentoring, $5,000

If you’re new to trading, a mentor can be a huge help to get you started the right way . . . increase your skills and confidence. Benefit from years of experience immediately as you learn new indicators, techniques and trading skills with personal one-on-one training.

Call 1-866-707-2117 for Details

Turtles Trading Mentor Course
By Russell Sands

(B, I, A, F), $5,000

Now you can learn the trading methods used by the “Turtles” - 11 legendary traders and money managers who collectively made over $426 Million in profits last year! Includes Mentor Program.

Call 1-866-303-5774 for Details
Hot Charts Advisory
By Ken Seehusen

(B, I, A, F), Hotline, 3 Videos, Book, $49/Month

Expert technical analyst Ken Seehusen provides market analysis and specific trades in the futures markets. You’ll start with three videos and a manual (previously $295) to learn everything about technical analysis. Each day, Ken will show you what he expects in the market and why. You’ll be an expert in no time, if you want to be. Otherwise, just follow along with his automatic trades and pocket the profits! Recent performance – $300 to over $60,000!!

Call 1-888-233-1431 for details.
Investment Secrets Of A Hedge Fund Manager
By Larry Connors and Blake Hayward

(B, I, O, F), Book, Bonus Audio Interview, $65

Professional hedge fund managers reveal the carefully kept secrets that helped them take tens of millions of dollars out of the market. Dozens of powerful insider secrets, including a simple yet powerful trading strategy that has been 95.4% accurate, how to pinpoint the exact point of a pending market turnaround, 10 rules that have identified 4-digit winners over 72% of the time, and loads more. Learn from two of the country’s most successful hedge fund managers.

Timing The Market With Unique Indicators
By Sherman & Tom McClellan

(B, I, A, F), Video, Manual, $65

Here’s an exclusive opportunity to see and hear the originators of the McClellan Oscillator, the McClellan Summation Index and other modern analysis tools explain how to use them in day-to-day trading. Professionally taped at a large international trading conference, this video brings you all the specific, detailed information you need in order to apply these powerful tools. You’ll ALSO learn: How the presidential cycle influences the stock market, How foreign currency valuations (exchange rates) affect overall market perspective, Why market timing will become increasingly important in the next decade . . . plus much, much more!
Small Stocks, Big Profits
By George Angell

(B, I, A, S), Book, Bonus Report, $39

Amazing book reveals how to identify small stocks poised for huge profits. Includes examples of George’s actual buys . . . including buys that make 2070% Gain in 1 year, 437% Gain in 1 week and 1200% Gain in 3 months. Plus the 6000% Gain shown on page 7. Bonus report includes “The 3 Best Small Stocks To Buy Now.”

The 50 Best Small Stocks For 2007
By George Angell

(B, I, A, S), Book, $79

Full details on 50 companies with tremendous potential, not yet discovered by the market place. Buy while the price is cheap, and claim your reward when the world takes notice.

Best Deal: Millionaire-Maker Combo
By George Angell

$99 Total – FREE Shipping
To Order Combo, Call 1-800-647-0710

Small Stocks, Big Profits

AND

The 50 Best Small Stocks For 2007

3-Year Money Back Guarantee!
Trade For Life™
By Oliver Velez

(B, I, A), Home Study Course, $95

Highly successful trader, Oliver Velez shares the trade secrets that have led to his enormous stockmarket success.
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